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Seg Fund Modeling Challenges

• Managing issues around complexity and 
computational challenges

• Spurious Accuracy
• Scenario Generation
• Handling counter-intuitive results
• Horror stories and how to avoid them



Complexity and 
Computational Challenges



Complexity and 
Computational Challenges

• There’s no silver bullet here
• The challenge is to have enough detail but not 

too much
• CIA 2008 paper “Risk Assessment Models” 

discusses this at length
• See: http://www.actuaries.ca/members/publications/2008/208061e.pdf



Complexity and 
Computational Challenges

• All models involve approximations to some 
degree

• So-called “precise” formulas are in many cases 
merely the most common or accepted 
approximation



Complexity and 
Computational Challenges

• Once upon a time, data grouping and data 
sampling (e.g., run every nth policy) were 
accepted actuarial tools

• They fell out of favour as computers became 
powerful enough to do a few deterministic 
seriatim runs

• We now want thousands of runs.  Perhaps we 
should reconsider this?



Complexity and 
Computational Challenges

• Think of explicit versus implicit approximations
• Explicit approximations are the ones you can 

identify
– Assumed mid-month deaths
– Used µ1= 3.124%, µ2= 4.294%
– Etc.



Complexity and 
Computational Challenges

• Implicit approximations occur every time you 
say
– The computer took so long I didn’t get to check …
– I wasn’t sure what to use there so I set it to …
– It was so slow I only ran 1000 scenarios rather 

than 10,000…



Complexity and 
Computational Challenges

• By making a few more or better explicit
approximations, you can reduce the number of 
implicit approximations

• In my consulting work, we spend a lot of time proving 
to clients that our approximations are still accurate

• But having proven that, we have orders-of-magnitude 
improvements in operating speed



Complexity and 
Computational Challenges

• Viewed another way,
– “Raising my sigma, which I’m not sure of, by 0.1% 

changes my answer 3.2%”
– “Using data grouping, which I am sure of, changes 

my answer by 1.3% and runs in one-tenth the time”
• Why would you continue to do 

non-grouped runs?



Complexity and 
Computational Challenges

• Any “Approximation” is acceptable when:
– Validated against detailed testing
– Applied consistently from period to period
– Shown to be no less precise than other 

assumptions and approximations in the same 
calculation



Spurious Accuracy



Spurious Accuracy
• Let’s ignore Seg Funds for a moment
• Sample case:

– 10,000 lives on monthly pay life annuity
– Want to do valuation as simple n.p.v.
– Have exact age information



Spurious Accuracy
• Typical Solution:

– Interpolate mortality to age nearest month
– Calculate continuance on each life on a monthly 

basis
– Discount payment at interest rate
– Repeat for 10,000 records



Spurious Accuracy
• More Efficient Solution:

– Calculate annuity factors at 
integral ages on an annual 
basis

– Add or subtract 11/24 to get 
monthly pay annuity value

– Run through seriatim file and 
apply integral-age annuity 
factors
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Spurious Accuracy
• Number of calculations involved in 

Typical Solution
– 50 years x 12 months = 600 interpolations per life
– 600 continuance calculations per life
– 600 interest discount multiplications and additions
– All times 10,000 lives
– Equals 18,000,000 calculations



Spurious Accuracy
• Number of calculations involved in 

More Efficient Solution
– Zero interpolations
– 50 continuance calculations + 50 interest discounts 

to get whole set of factors
– 10,000 multiplications to get p.v.
– Equals 10,100 calculations
– An improvement factor of about 1800 times



Spurious Accuracy
• Answers will be the same to within fractions of 

a percent
• Obvious speed implications for modeling
• But the bigger question is:

– Why do you think the more complex 
calculation is any more ‘correct’ in the first 
place?



Spurious Accuracy
• Age-Last qx is determined so as to give you 

the exact number of deaths in one year for a 
group of people who are age x

• The most accurate thing to do is apply the qx 
on an annual basis without interpolation



Spurious Accuracy
• The “11/24ths” is the exact translation to 

monthly pay if you assume tpxvt is linear 
between years.

• Other calculation or interpolation methods 
merely assume something else is linear or 
geometric, which is not actually the case.

• The debate is not whether to interpolate, but 
only a matter of how and where.



Spurious Accuracy
• Different formulas or approaches need to be 

reconciled, but they are not necessarily a loss 
of accuracy.
– Even if a “loss” of accuracy, need to consider 

materiality threshold
– Need to balance against impact of other 

assumptions



Spurious Accuracy
• Lessons for Seg Funds

– In some of my review work, I see cases where a 
detailed framework was set up at the start

– Lacking actual data, this ever more complex 
framework gets filled with ever less credible 
assumptions

– Maybe the framework should be re-thought?



Complexity and 
Computational Challenges

• Overkill Example #1
– Client had hundreds of cells where the only differences 

were minor changes in expense
– Why not an use external program to track the volumes of 

business in each cell and calculate, explicitly, the overall 
expense levels?

– Then you could say “Expenses are up/down because of the 
shift from … to …”



Complexity and 
Computational Challenges

• Overkill Example #2
– Client had dozens of cells where the only difference was 

investment mix
– Yet the fund-by-fund investment assumptions were 

weighted combinations of a small number of returns – TSX, 
SP500, etc.

– Could have been done with fewer cells
– With fewer cells, the model is more manageable and data 

grouping is easier



Complexity and 
Computational Challenges

• Overkill Example #3
– The old “80/20” rule – 80% of your 

liabilities/volumes/whatever come from 20% of 
your policies

– Do your testing/development/interim valuations on 
the 20% of policies that have 80% of the value, 
and multiply by 1.25



Scenario Generation



Scenario Generation
• Common models are:

– Lognormal
– RSLN

• Common methods are:
– Built-in Scenario generator
– External spreadsheet/random program
– Third-party ESG



Scenario Generation
• If using third-party ESG, you still have a 

professional obligation to ensure it is 
reasonable and appropriate to the situation

• All models must be validated against OSFI 
calibration criteria

• OSFI in some cases prescribes parameters



Scenario Generation
• Various software available to fit parameters 

and correlations to historical data
• Problem is, there is limited historical data on 

newer funds



Scenario Generation
• Therefore, fund returns tend to be based on:

– Blends of existing indexes
– Arbitrary increase in volatility compared to a known 

index
– Assumptions about correlation with other funds



Scenario Generation
• Back to my earlier points on over-kill 

calculations and implicit approximations:
– The end result isn’t any better than your input 

assumptions
– Should keep this in mind while deciding how many 

cells to set up



Counter-Intuitive Results



Counter-Intuitive Results
• Many great insights begin with “what the heck 

is that doing??”
• You need to have some conceptual framework 

to validate results
• You can and should check detailed 

calculations, but this can be very tedious



Counter-Intuitive Results
• Other approach is to proceed incrementally, 

one change at a time, from the last acceptable 
answer

• Equally important to confirm that 
– What should change did, and 
– What shouldn’t change didn’t



Counter-Intuitive Results
• Be equally skeptical of current run and your 

previous run
– It might be correct now, but it looks odd because 

the previous one was wrong
• Again, back to my earlier points about 

importance of having efficient run times



Counter-Intuitive Results
• Also useful to add/remove plan features 

incrementally
– e.g., Feature Y didn’t change things because, 

effectively, the model assumes everybody opts for 
Feature X before they get there

– Or conversely, this option appears to have no cost 
because the model is doing that.  Is that realistic?



Counter-Intuitive Results
• Still useful to explain results

– e.g., one product design became more profitable 
when volatility was higher because returns outside 
a corridor basically went to the company’s benefit

– It would be important to know that before your 
investment department started cleverly thinking of 
ways to reduce volatility



Horror Stories



Horror Stories
• Unwarranted assumption

– Spent much time digging into curious results by 
smoker/non-smoker class

– Eventually learned that a blank in a certain field 
meant Smoker and an “S” mean Non-Smoker 
(because the rates were “Special” when launched 
long ago)



Horror Stories
• “You have to tell us these things…”

– In another case, after much digging, we 
“explained” a dramatic change in results from one 
time period to another

– In fact, some of the data fields had been moved to 
different columns



Horror Stories
• Answers don’t make sense because the inputs 

don’t make sense
– Spent a lot of time figuring out why results looked 

so “counter-intuitive”
– Eventually tracked it back to externally generated 

investment assumptions that had huge volatility 
and near-zero mean in some years



Horror Stories
• How to avoid them?

– Maintain a healthy skepticism at all times
– “It’s just noise” may be true but not necessarily
– Some “small discrepancies” turn out to be the tip of 

the iceberg.  Don’t ignore them



Thank You
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